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Navigating Women’s Low Desire: Sexual Growth and Destiny Beliefs and Couples’ 
Well-Being
Stephanie Raposo a, Natalie O. Rosen b, Serena Corsini-Munt c, Jessica A. Maxwell d, and Amy Muise a

aDepartment of Psychology, York University; bDepartments of Psychology & Neuroscience, and Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Dalhousie University; 
cSchool of Psychology, University of Ottawa; dSchool of Psychology, University of Auckland

ABSTRACT
People’s beliefs about how to maintain sexual satisfaction have been associated with how they navigate 
sexual differences, but research has yet to explore the consequences of these beliefs for couples facing a 
distressing sexual issue. The current research extends past work on sexual growth beliefs (i.e., the view 
that sexual satisfaction requires continuous effort to maintain) and sexual destiny beliefs (i.e., the view 
that sexual satisfaction is the result of natural sexual compatibility with a partner) to couples for whom 
these beliefs might be especially consequential – those coping with sexual dysfunction. In a dyadic 
longitudinal study of 97 couples coping with women’s clinically significant low desire and arousal, we 
tested how sexual growth and destiny beliefs are associated with sexual, relationship, and personal well- 
being. We found that endorsing greater sexual growth beliefs was associated with higher sexual desire for 
both partners, whereas, with some exceptions, endorsing greater sexual destiny beliefs was linked to 
lower sexual desire and relationship satisfaction, more conflict, and more depressive and anxious symp-
toms. However, these effects did not persist one year later. Our findings highlight the implications of 
sexual growth and destiny beliefs for both couple members when navigating a chronic sexual difficulty.

Sexual desire tends to be high in the initial stages of a relation-
ship when partners are getting acquainted and sharing many 
new experiences (Baumeister & Bratslavsky, 1999), but with 
time as a relationship stabilizes, many couples face precipitous 
declines in their desire (McNulty et al., 2019; Muise et al., 
2016). Sexual satisfaction similarly tends to decline over time 
(McNulty et al., 2016), even beginning after the first year of the 
relationship (Schmiedeberg & Schröder, 2016). A framework 
that has advanced our understanding of how aspects of sexu-
ality change over time in relationships are theories of implicit 
sexual beliefs – different beliefs about how sexual satisfaction 
can be maintained in relationships and what declines in desire 
or sexual satisfaction signal about the quality of the relation-
ship (Bohns et al., 2015; Bőthe et al., 2017; Maxwell et al., 2017; 
Sutherland & Rehman, 2018). Specifically, there are two types 
of implicit beliefs about the maintenance of sexual satisfaction 
in relationships: people who hold sexual growth beliefs view 
sexual satisfaction as requiring continuous effort to maintain, 
whereas people who endorse sexual destiny beliefs view sexual 
satisfaction as the result of natural sexual compatibility with a 
partner (Maxwell et al., 2017).

Given that sexual growth and destiny beliefs are associated 
with how couples navigate differences in their sexual relation-
ship (Maxwell et al., 2017), these beliefs might be particularly 
consequential when couples are coping with the woman’s dis-
tressing sexual dysfunction. In the current research, we drew 
on theories of implicit sexual beliefs (see Maxwell et al., 2017) 
to investigate novel questions about how people’s sexual 
growth and destiny beliefs are associated with both partners’ 

sexual, relationship, and personal well-being when couples are 
coping with the woman’s clinically low sexual desire.

Implications of Low Sexual Desire for Well-Being

Many people experience declines in sexual desire over time, but 
some report persistent low sexual desire that is clinically rele-
vant when accompanied by distress. Low sexual desire is the 
highest-reported sexual issue among women (Graziottin, 2007; 
Mitchell et al., 2009) and one of the most common reasons for 
seeking couple therapy (Doss et al., 2004). An estimated 39% of 
women report low desire – 30% of whom also report significant 
distress (Rosen et al., 2009), and an estimated 0.6% of women 
meet criteria for Female Sexual Interest/Arousal Disorder 
(FSIAD; according to the 5th edition of the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013; Mitchell et al., 2016). Women’s clinically 
low sexual desire is associated with lower sexual well-being for 
both partners (i.e., higher distress and lower sexual satisfaction; 
Rosen et al., 2019; see also Stephenson & Meston, 2010). Low 
desire can also present issues for couples’ relationships in 
general, including lower satisfaction with a partner, more con-
flict in their relationship and less satisfaction with the way 
conflict is resolved; in fact, these links can be even more 
impactful than the associations between low desire and age or 
menopause status (Bodenmann et al., 2006; Brotto et al., 2010; 
Hayes et al., 2008; Laumann et al., 1999; Metz & Epstein, 2002). 
Overall, women’s low sexual desire is linked to lower sexual 
and relationship quality and more conflict between partners. 
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As such, it is crucial for research to consider the unique 
experiences of couples coping with the women’s clinically low 
sexual desire (compared to couples coping with one or both 
partner’s transient desire declines).

Beyond associations with sexual and relationship quality, 
women coping with low sexual desire also report broader con-
sequences for their personal well-being. Research has shown a 
consistent link between heightened anxiety and low sexual desire 
(Brotto et al., 2010). Often comorbid with anxiety symptoms, 
especially for women with clinically low desire (compared to 
their control counterparts; Rosen et al., 2019), are symptoms of 
depression. Despite links between low sexual desire and poorer 
well-being for both partners, a growing body of research suggests 
that some couples can more easily navigate women’s low sexual 
desire; that is, they experience fewer negative consequences 
relative to other affected couples (e.g., Hogue et al., 2019, 
Raposo et al., 2020). However, research has not considered 
whether women with low desire and their partners’ lay beliefs 
about maintaining their sex lives are associated with the possible 
negative consequences of coping with low desire (e.g., higher 
distress and lower sexual satisfaction; Rosen et al., 2019). As 
such, in the current study, we investigated the role of implicit 
beliefs about sexual satisfaction (i.e., how people believe sexual 
satisfaction is maintained in relationships) in the sexual, rela-
tional, and personal well-being of women coping with clinically 
low sexual desire and their partners.

Implicit Theories of Sexual Satisfaction

People tend to have relatively stable, basic beliefs about whether 
aspects of their lives are fixed (i.e., entity or destiny beliefs) or are 
malleable (i.e., incremental or growth beliefs; Dweck et al., 1995; 
Knee, 1998; Maxwell et al., 2017), termed implicit or lay beliefs. 
Indeed, the existing literature suggests that people tend to have a 
predisposition to either type of belief as an essential part of their 
world view (Dweck et al., 1995; Whitehead, 1938), and their 
endorsement of fixed or malleable beliefs increase in stability 
from childhood into adulthood (Robins & Pals, 2002). However, 
although some people hold the same general beliefs across con-
texts, other people’s beliefs may differ (Dweck et al., 1995; 
Maxwell et al., 2017). In the broader literature, for example, 
people may believe that academic success is fixed (vs. malleable; 
Robins & Pals, 2002), but they may shift and believe that some-
thing else about them, such as their will power, is more malleable 
(vs. fixed; Job et al., 2010).

Similarly, in romantic relationships, people’s beliefs about 
how challenges are overcome or how relationships are main-
tained can subsequently shape their feelings and behavior, and 
these beliefs are measured using two independent dimensions 
that are examined simultaneously: growth and destiny (for a 
review, see Knee & Canevello, 2006). People who are higher 
(versus lower) in growth beliefs view relationships as requiring 
effort to be maintained and are motivated to see challenges as 
opportunities to grow (Knee, 1998). In situations of conflict, 
people higher in growth beliefs are also more successful at 
maintaining positive emotion following disagreements (Knee 
et al., 2001), believe their partner can change (Knee et al., 
2003), and remain committed to their relationship despite 
their differences (Knee et al., 2004).

In contrast, people higher in destiny beliefs view successful 
relationships as the result of natural compatibility between 
partners. As such, they are particularly sensitive to compat-
ibility threats and react more negatively to conflict, seeing it as 
a sign that their partner is not “the one” for them (Burnette & 
Franiuk, 2010; Knee, 1998; Knee et al., 2003). People who are 
higher in destiny beliefs are also less satisfied and more likely to 
break up with their partner when they do not feel that they are 
with the “right person” (Franiuk et al., 2002; Knee, 1998). Thus, 
endorsing destiny beliefs may not be harmful for well-being if 
the relationship is relatively free of conflict. In the case of 
FSIAD, whereby a female partner is experiencing low sexual 
desire, couples are faced with a challenge that can harm their 
perceptions of compatibility with their partner. When chal-
lenged in this way, the less adaptive behaviors of those high in 
sexual destiny beliefs (compared to sexual growth beliefs) in 
response to conflict can be especially detrimental for their 
relationship satisfaction (Knee, 1998; Knee et al., 2003).

This large body of research on implicit relationship beliefs 
has only recently been applied to sexuality (Bohns et al., 2015; 
Bőthe et al., 2017; Maxwell et al., 2017; Sutherland & Rehman, 
2018). People who endorse sexual growth beliefs see sexual 
satisfaction as requiring ongoing effort to maintain over time 
(Maxwell et al., 2017). They also feel more satisfied with their 
relationship (and have more satisfied partners) and report 
more positive sexual outcomes in the moment, over time, 
and during challenging periods in relationships (e.g., the tran-
sition to parenthood; Maxwell et al., 2017). Conversely, people 
who endorse sexual destiny beliefs view sexual satisfaction as 
the result of being naturally sexually compatible with a partner 
(Maxwell et al., 2017). In fact, one unique feature of implicit 
beliefs in the relationship and sexual domains is that fixed/ 
destiny beliefs and malleability/growth beliefs are somewhat 
independent both statistically and theoretically (see Knee et al., 
2003; Maxwell et al., 2017), rather than two ends of the same 
dimension (e.g., Chiu et al., 1997). That is, individuals can 
simultaneously believe in partner compatibility, and that they 
must work to improve their relationship (i.e., they can be 
simultaneously high or low in both beliefs), although these 
beliefs are typically moderately negatively correlated 
(Maxwell et al., 2017, 2019). Between couple members, how-
ever, beliefs tend to correlate at low to moderate levels such 
that partners tend to endorse similar types of beliefs about their 
sex lives (Maxwell et al., 2017).

Consistent with research on general relationship outcomes, 
if people high in sexual destiny beliefs experience a sexual 
disagreement with their partner, they will be more inclined to 
disengage from their relationship and report more frustrating, 
disappointing sex as a result (Carswell & Finkel, 2018; Knee, 
1998; Maxwell et al., 2017). As such, endorsing sexual destiny 
beliefs might be particularly detrimental in the context of 
couples coping with women’s distressing low desire (compared 
to other couples coping with natural declines or brief bouts of 
low desire): these beliefs might exacerbate the couple’s sexual 
incompatibilities (and low sexual satisfaction) and ultimately 
lead them to end their relationship (Witting et al., 2008). This 
notion that sexual problems create issues for individuals who 
hold sexual destiny beliefs was echoed in recent research 
(Sutherland & Rehman, 2018). Specifically, when women 
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were primed with the belief that desire is stable and that they 
were more likely to face desire problems in a relationship, they 
were more likely to endorse maladaptive coping strategies (e.g., 
denial, behavioral disengagement) as potential ways of dealing 
with desire problems, relative to women primed with the belief 
that desire generally changes over time (Sutherland & Rehman, 
2018). Endorsing sexual growth beliefs in the face of low desire, 
however, may help couples to navigate their sexual differences 
with more adaptive coping strategies.

Although the reviewed evidence suggests that when faced 
with distressing levels of low desire, sexual destiny believers 
may cope more poorly than sexual growth believers, there is 
some uncertainty in these predictions. Whereas sexual growth 
beliefs are often associated with more successfully navigating 
sexual differences, there may be limits to these buffering effects 
(Maxwell et al., 2017). For example, research suggests that high 
levels of sexual disagreement detract from sexual satisfaction – 
even for people who endorse high levels of sexual growth 
beliefs (Maxwell et al., 2017).

In addition, one person’s implicit sexual beliefs can influ-
ence both their own and their partner’s outcome; yet, with the 
exception of the transition to parenthood, most of the prior 
research has been limited to people who were relatively sexu-
ally satisfied. In a sample of couples transitioning to parent-
hood – a time that is often characterized by novel challenges 
to the couples’ sexual relationship (Pastore et al., 2011) – 
when new mothers and new fathers endorsed higher sexual 
growth beliefs, both partners reported higher sexual and 
relationship satisfaction, whereas when new mothers 
endorsed higher sexual destiny beliefs, both the new mothers 
and their partners reported lower relationship satisfaction 
(Maxwell et al., 2017). Although this is a sample that is 
known to face sexual challenges, they tend to be more tran-
sient challenges (i.e., parents have a ready explanation for the 
changes in their sexual relationship). As such, although 
research has explored the experiences of couples in which 
both members experience normative changes in desire over 
time (McNulty et al., 2019; Muise et al., 2016), as well as 
highly satisfied couples facing more transient declines in 
desire (Maxwell et al., 2017), less is known about the experi-
ences and dynamics of less satisfied couples who are coping 
with the woman’s distressing clinical sexual issue.

Moreover, biopsychosocial models of low desire and FSIAD 
suggest that these psychological factors, like beliefs, play a role 
in the onset or the maintenance of low desire and its conse-
quences, and in some instances both (e.g., maintaining low 
desire in the case of destiny beliefs, or possibly increasing 
desire in the case of growth beliefs; Bancroft et al., 2009; 
Bitzer et al., 2013; Toates, 2009). It is possible that endorsing 
strong destiny beliefs might interfere with adaptive coping (e. 
g., more flexible sexual scripts; Toates, 2009) and thus, serve to 
maintain and reinforce women’s low desire. In contrast, endor-
sing stronger growth beliefs may put less pressure on the 
woman with low desire and allow more room to adapt their 
sexual scripts in a way that could ultimately promote their 
desire (e.g., less pressure to experience spontaneous desire 
prior to engaging in sexual activity – i.e., allow for desire to 
emerge out of arousal as in the incentive-motivation model). 
Given the current gap in our understanding about how implicit 

sexual beliefs function for couples who are less satisfied and 
who are unclear about the cause of their sexual setbacks, this 
research will provide a theoretical advance to the existing 
literature by examining sexual growth and destiny beliefs in a 
clinical sample who are experiencing a more chronic and dis-
tressing sexual issue: women’s clinically low sexual desire.

The Current Study

Given that implicit sexual beliefs are thought to be particularly 
consequential when couples are coping with the woman’s sex-
ual difficulty, in the current study we aimed to test how sexual 
growth and destiny beliefs are associated with sexual, relation-
ship, and personal well-being among couples coping with 
clinically low sexual desire (i.e., FSIAD). The current research 
was a dyadic study of couples, in which a female partner was 
diagnosed with FSIAD, and included a one-year longitudinal 
follow-up. This design extends past experimental research on 
implicit beliefs and desire (Sutherland & Rehman, 2018) by 
examining women diagnosed with low desire who are involved 
in romantic relationships, and their romantic partners. In this 
study, we tested the predictions that when women with low 
desire and their partners are higher in sexual destiny beliefs, 
they and their partners will report poorer sexual, relationship, 
and personal well-being compared to those who are lower in 
sexual destiny beliefs; but when they report higher sexual 
growth beliefs, they and their partners will report greater 
well-being. We also tested whether the effects persisted over 
time, differed based on the duration of the women’s low desire, 
or were accounted for by people’s perceived sexual compat-
ibility with their partner. This research has the potential to 
advance the current understanding of the role of implicit sex-
ual beliefs in couples coping with challenging sexual issues.

Method

Participants

We recruited women who met the diagnostic criteria for 
FSIAD consisting of three or more of the following symptoms 
for at least six months, which are accompanied by significant 
distress and not attributed to another psychiatric or medical 
disorder: little to no sexual interest, sexual thoughts, sexual 
initiation/receptivity to a partner’s sexual initiation, excite-
ment or pleasure during sex (at least 75% of the time), 
responsive desire to sexual cues, or genital/non-genital sensa-
tions during sex (at least 75% of the time; American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013; Mitchell et al., 2016). To assess 
whether women met the diagnostic criteria, participants were 
assessed in a clinical interview (described below under 
Procedure). We recruited participants through online and 
physical advertisements in Canada and the United States as 
part of a larger study (Rosen et al., 2019).

In addition to women meeting FSIAD criteria and to ensur-
ing participating couples would be able to meaningfully 
respond to the measures we assessed, eligible couples had to 
either be living together or have in-person contact at least four 
times per week, be in a committed relationship for at least six 
months, have had previous sexual contact with their partner, be 
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18 years of age or older, not currently pregnant or within one 
year post-partum, and be able to read and understand English. 
Many of the measures directly assessed sexuality-related vari-
ables, for which sexual experience and frequent in-person 
contact would have been necessary for participants to ade-
quately comprehend and respond and to have the opportunity 
for sexual activity during the reporting period. We assessed 
three attention checks at Time 1: “This is an attention check. 
Please select 4 (‘Almost completely’)”, “This is an attention 
check. Please select 1 (‘Most of the time’)”, and “This is an 
attention check. Please select 7 (‘Strongly Agree’).” Twenty-six 
participants were excluded from the analyses for failing at least 
one attention check at Time 1.

As per recommendations for achieving sufficient power to 
detect medium-sized actor effects with dyadic data, we aimed 
to recruit 100 couples (Kenny et al., 2006). After excluding 
participants due to suspicious responses (n = 14), only one 
partner completing Time 1 (n = 10) or failing any attention 
check (n = 26), our final sample consisted of 97 women with 
FSIAD and their partners (N = 88 men, seven women, two 
other). Participants ranged in age from 19 to 70 years (M = 
31.64, SD = 8.53). The sample was primarily White/Caucasian 
(74.2%), straight/heterosexual (77.3%), and married (41.8%); 
the average relationship length was 7.67 years (SD = 7.16), and 
women were coping with FSIAD for 4.55 years on average 
(SD = 5.26). For more information about this sample, see 
Rosen et al. (2019).

Although we did not assess whether partners of women with 
FSIAD had a confirmed diagnosis of a sexual dysfunction, 
another study that utilized the same data set from which our 
findings were derived showed that the male partners of women 
with FSIAD (n = 89) reported significantly more difficulties 
with sexual functioning (e.g., orgasm, erectile function; 
assessed with the International Index of Erectile Function; 
Rosen et al., 1997) and lower sexual satisfaction (overall and 
with intercourse) in the past four weeks, compared to male 
partners of women without a diagnosis of FSIAD (Rosen et al., 
2019). However, their level of sexual functioning did not reach 
clinical levels of impairment.

Procedure

Couples were pre-screened for eligibility via telephone as part of 
a larger study (Rosen et al., 2019). Then, women reporting low 
desire completed a clinical interview (30–45 minutes) to deter-
mine a diagnosis of FSIAD over the telephone with a doctorate- 
level clinical psychologist or graduate student in a clinical psy-
chology program. Details about the clinical interview are avail-
able on the Open Science Framework (OSF): https://osf.io/ 
mecrq/?view_only=b2dcc065d6864c22b515b28435da2d9a. The 
clinical interview was designed to rule out other related factors 
(e.g., experiencing low desire due to depression, side effects of 
medications, etc.). Once eligibility and consent were obtained, 
participants completed an online baseline survey (Time 1), 
followed by an online survey one year later (Time 2). If partici-
pants did not complete the survey within one week from receiv-
ing the link, then they received a phone call from a research 
assistant and a reminder e-mail two and three weeks after. 
Surveys expired after four weeks. Each partner was compensated 
18 CAD ($15 USD) as an Amazon gift card for completing Time 
1, and 10 CAD ($8 USD) as an Amazon gift card for completing 
Time 2. Nine couples from the original sample of 97 couples 
were no longer with their partner by the Time 2 survey and one 
couple withdrew. Of the 87 remaining couples, at least one 
member from 72 couples completed Time 2 (a retention rate 
of 74%), and there were 66 couples (68%) for whom both 
partners completed Time 2.

Measures

In addition to the key variables outlined below, both partners 
reported their age, relationship duration and sexual frequency 
(both are couple-level variables calculated by taking the mean 
of each partner’s reports). See Table 1 for correlations between 
all measures at Time 1.

Sexual Growth and Destiny Beliefs
We measured implicit sexual beliefs using the shortened ver-
sion of the Implicit Theories of Sex Scale (Maxwell et al., 2017, 

Table 1. Correlations between key variables in couples coping with women’s low sexual desire at Time 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1. Age .89*** .79*** −.18 −.07 .11 .44*** −.11 −.12 .08 −.28** .08 −.14 −.20*
2. Rel. length .71*** .995*** −.04 −.15 .16 .44*** −.03 −.09 .05 −.22* .04 −.11 −.11
3. Sexual freq. −.07 −.04 .65*** −.13 .15 −.05 .33** .34** −.05 .14 .02 .01 −.08
4. SDB .24* .06 .05 .21* −.27** −.11 −.34** −.03 −.06 −.36*** .27** .27** .24*
5. SGB .15 .25* .04 −.11 .32** .13 .21* .24* −.09 .16 −.18 −.16 −.05
6. FSIAD duration .38*** .44*** −.05 .06 .13 - −.22* −.18 −.20 −.14 .15 −.13 −.18
7. Compatibility −.11 −.04 .27** −.23* .10 −.21* .28** .16 −.11 .33** −.18 −.07 −.08
Sexual well-being
8. Sexual desire −.09 .06 .06 −.21* −.07 −.06 .11 −.28** −.16 .23* .03 −.01 −.08
9. Sexual distress .11 .10 −.20* .15 .03 .01 −.36*** −.10 .14 −.02 −.07 .27** .19
Rel. well-being
10. Rel. satisfaction −.17 −.06 .21* −.39*** .09 −.18 .59*** .30** −.56*** .48*** −.55*** −.30** −.29**
11. Conflict .08 .00 −.06 .12 −.15 .01 −.22* −.06 .18 −.58*** .50*** .26* .15
Personal well-being
12. Anxiety .07 −.02 −.06 .06 .02 .00 −.19 −.14 .44*** −.45*** .32** .22* .77***
13. Depression .02 .06 .03 .01 .06 −.07 .00 −.23* .44*** −.33** .29** .75*** .21*

***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05. Women with FSIAD’s correlations are above the diagonal. Partner’s correlations are below the diagonal. Bolded correlations are between 
both partners’ scores. Rel. = relationship. Freq. = frequency. SDB = sexual destiny beliefs. SGB = sexual growth beliefs. FSIAD = female sexual interest/arousal disorder. 
Compatibility = perceived partner sexual compatibility. FSIAD duration is denoted with a dash (-) on the diagonal because we only assessed it for women with FSIAD 
(not their partners). N = 97 women with FSIAD and 97 partners, except for correlations including “FSIAD duration” (n = 95 for both roles) or “age” (n = 97 women with 
FSIAD and 96 partners).
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Study 5) with items rated on 7-point scales (1 = “strongly 
disagree” to 7 = “strongly agree”). Five items assessed sexual 
destiny beliefs (e.g., “A couple is either destined to have a 
satisfying sex life or they are not”; women with FSIAD: α = 
.85, M = 2.37, SD = 1.12; partners: α = .80, M = 2.41, SD = 1.07) 
and five items assessed sexual growth beliefs (e.g., “In a relation-
ship, maintaining a satisfying sex life requires effort”; women 
with FSIAD: α = .84, M = 6.00, SD = .85; partners: α = .83, M = 
5.86, SD = .99). Individuals get scores for both sexual destiny 
and sexual growth, and both beliefs are entered simultaneously 
in statistical models.

Perceived Sexual Compatibility
We assessed perceived sexual compatibility with one item at 
Time 1 (Maxwell et al., 2017). Participants rated the item “My 
partner is as close to ideal as a sexual partner as I ever expect to 
find” on a 7-point scale from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 7 = 
“strongly agree” (women with FSIAD: M = 4.37, SD = 1.90; 
partners: M = 4.42, SD = 1.80).

Sexual Frequency
We assessed sexual frequency in the past four weeks with five 
items at Time 1: oral sex (giving to partner), oral sex (receiving 
from partner), giving manual stimulation (touching or massa-
ging your partner’s genitals), receiving manual stimulation 
(your partner touching or massaging your genitals), and sexual 
intercourse with vaginal penetration. Participants rated items 
on a 7-point scale: 0 = “not at all”, 1 = “once or twice”, 2 = 
“once a week”, 3 = “2–3 times a week”, 4 = “4–5 times a week”, 
5 = “once a day”, 6 = “more than once a day”. Both partners’ 
scores were highly correlated (r = .65, p < .001), so we calcu-
lated a couple-level average sexual frequency variable (M = 
1.09, SD = .73).

Sexual Well-Being

Sexual Desire
We assessed sexual desire with a modified version of the 
desire subscale of the Female Sexual Function Index (FSFI; 
Rosen et al., 2000; see also Masheb et al., 2004). Participants 
rated two items on 5-point scales: “Over the past four weeks, 
how often did you feel sexual desire or interest for your 
partner?” (1 = “almost always or always” to 5 = “almost 
never or never”) and “Over the past four weeks, how would 
you rate your level (degree) of sexual desire or interest?” (1 = 
“very high” to 5 = “very low or none at all”). Items were 
reverse-coded (women with FSIAD: r = .54, p < .001, M = 
1.79, SD = .70; partners: r = .66, p < .001, M = 3.95, SD = .89) 
such that higher scores indicate higher desire. We assessed the 
same items at Time 2 (women with FSIAD: r = .68, p < .001, M 
= 2.31, SD = 1.00; partners: r = .56, p < .001, M = 4.01, 
SD = .80).

Sexual Distress
We assessed sexual distress with the Female Sexual Distress 
Scale–Revised (Derogatis et al., 2008; also validated in men, 
Santos-Iglesias et al., 2018). Participants rated thirteen items 
about their sexual distress in the past 30 days on 5-point scales 
(e.g., “How often did you feel distressed about your sex life;” 

0 = “never” to 4 = “always”; women with FSIAD: α = .91, M = 
30.08, SD = 9.85; partners: α = .92, M = 17.62, SD = 10.49). The 
total possible score was 52, and higher scores reflect greater 
sexual distress. We assessed the same items at Time 2 (women 
with FSIAD: α = .95, M = 23.17, SD = 11.65; partners: α = .95, 
M = 18.30, SD = 11.02).

Relationship Well-Being

Relationship Satisfaction
We assessed relationship satisfaction with the 16-item Couples 
Satisfaction Index (CSI-16; Funk & Rogge, 2007). We assessed 
items (e.g., “Please indicate the degree of happiness, all things 
considered, of your relationship”) with a variety of 6- and 7- 
point scales (women with FSIAD: α = .97, M = 58.37, SD = 
15.40; partners: α = .96, M = 60.53, SD = 13.12). The total 
possible score was 81, and higher scores indicate higher rela-
tionship satisfaction. We assessed the same items at Time 2 
(women with FSIAD: α = .97, M = 58.26, SD = 15.37; partners: 
α = .98, M = 59.42, SD = 16.47).

Conflict
We measured conflict with two items from the Revised Dyadic 
Adjustment Scale (Busby et al., 1995; women with FSIAD: r = 
.67, p < .001, M = 1.94, SD = .70; partners: r = .64, p < .001, M = 
1.81, SD = .64). Participants rated two items (i.e., “How often 
do you and your partner quarrel (i.e., argue, disagree, con-
flict)?” and “How often do you and your partner ‘get on each 
other’s nerves’?”) on 6-point reverse-coded scales (0 = “all of 
the time” to 5 = “never”). Higher scores indicate more conflict. 
We assessed the same items at Time 2 (women with FSIAD: r = 
.65, p < .001, M = 1.88, SD = .78; partners: r = .70, p < .001, M = 
1.86, SD = .66).

Personal Well-Being

Anxiety
We assessed anxiety symptoms with the short form of the 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al., 1968). 
Participants rated six items (e.g., “I am worried”) on 4-point 
scales (1 = “not at all” to 4 = “very much”; women with FSIAD: 
α = .88, M = 14.79, SD = 4.39; partners: α = .84, M = 12.20, SD = 
3.69). The total possible score was 24, and higher scores reflect 
higher levels of anxiety symptoms. We assessed the same items 
at Time 2 (women with FSIAD: α = .86, M = 14.00, SD = 4.20; 
partners: α = .86, M = 12.23, SD = 3.89).

Depression
We assessed depressive symptoms with the Beck Depression 
Inventory-II (Beck et al., 1996). Participants rated twenty items 
(e.g., “sadness,” “pessimism”) on a variety of 4-point scales 
(women with FSIAD: α = .94, M = 14.94, SD = 11.69; partners: 
α = .89, M = 10.19, SD = 7.70). We assessed the same items at 
Time 2 (women with FSIAD: α = .92, M = 11.42, SD = 9.72; 
partners: α = .93, M = 9.26, SD = 8.34). The total possible score 
was 60, and higher scores indicated higher levels of depressive 
symptoms.
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Data Analysis

Data were analyzed using multilevel modeling guided by the 
Actor-Partner Interdependence Model (Kenny et al., 2006) in 
SPSS 23.0. Data and syntax for the analyses are available on the 
OSF: https://osf.io/mecrq/?view_only=b2dcc065d6864c22b5 
15b28435da2d9a. We tested distinguishable (1 = “women with 
FSIAD”, 2 = “partners”) two-level models where persons were 
nested within dyads (Kenny et al., 2006), and only one outcome 
variable was assessed per model. We grand-mean centered all 
predictors in the models (i.e., actor and partner sexual destiny 
beliefs and sexual growth beliefs), which represent between-per-
son differences. Unstandardized bs can be interpreted as the 
average change in the dependent variable for every one-unit 
change in the predictor value. To rule out alternative explanations, 
we tested moderations between sexual destiny beliefs and sexual 
growth beliefs and either FSIAD duration (i.e., assessed by asking 
women with FSIAD how many months they have experienced 
low sexual interest/arousal) or perceived sexual compatibility. We 
probed significant interactions by calculating the simple slope 
effects using one standard deviation (SD) value below and above 
the sample mean of the moderator (Aiken et al., 1991).

Next, to test whether key outcomes differed from Time 1 
(baseline) to Time 2 (one-year follow-up) in women with 
FSIAD and their partners, we conducted paired-samples t- 
tests. For the variables that differed from Time 1 to Time 2 
for either partner, we then tested whether the grand-mean 
centered Time 1 predictors (i.e., actor and partner sexual 
destiny beliefs and sexual growth beliefs) were associated 
with changes in the outcomes one year later, by predicting 
the outcome one year later while accounting for the person’s 
grand-mean centered outcome as assessed at Time 1. We also 
tested whether there were differences in any of the key out-
comes between women with FSIAD who completed Time 2 
and women with FSIAD who did not complete Time 2.

Results

Time 1 Analyses

Sexual Well-being
First, when women with FSIAD reported higher sexual destiny 
beliefs and when their partners reported higher sexual destiny 
beliefs, partners felt lower sexual desire (see Table 2). There 
were no other associations between sexual destiny beliefs and 
either partners’ sexual well-being. In contrast, when women 
with FSIAD reported higher sexual growth beliefs, they 
reported higher sexual desire, but their partners reported 
lower sexual desire. There were no other significant associa-
tions between sexual growth beliefs and either partner’s sexual 
well-being.1

Relationship Well-being
Next, when women with FSIAD reported higher sexual destiny 
beliefs, both they and their partners reported lower relation-
ship satisfaction and higher conflict (see Table 3). When the 
partners of women with FSIAD reported higher sexual destiny 
beliefs, they reported lower relationship satisfaction. There 
were no other significant effects of sexual destiny beliefs, or 
between either partner’s sexual growth beliefs, on relationship 
well-being.

Personal Well-being
Finally, when women with FSIAD reported higher sexual des-
tiny beliefs, they reported higher anxiety, and both they and 
their partners reported more depressive symptoms (see 
Table 4). When the partners of women with FSIAD reported 
higher sexual destiny beliefs, women with FSIAD reported 
lower anxiety and fewer depressive symptoms. There were no 
other significant effects of sexual destiny beliefs, and there were 

Table 2. Associations between implicit sexual beliefs and sexual well-being.

Women’s 
sexual 
desire

Partner’s 
sexual 
desire

Women’s 
sexual 

distress

Partner’s 
sexual 

distress

b(SE) t b(SE) t b(SE) t b(SE) t

Women’s SDB .01(.07) .21 −.23(.08) −2.82** −.75(.97) −.78 −.29(1.04) −.28
Partner’s SDB .08(.07) 1.12 −.16(.08) −1.98† −1.01(.97) −1.04 1.49(1.04) 1.44
Women’s SGB .22(.09) 2.44* −.24(.11) −2.21* −1.17(1.29) −.91 −.61(1.38) −.44
Partner’s SGB .01(.08) .07 −.09(.09) −.93 −.92(1.09) −.84 .61(1.17) .52

†p = .051, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. We used unstandardized beta (b) coefficients. Degrees of freedom were equal to 92. N = 97 couples. Women = women with 
FSIAD. SDB = sexual destiny beliefs. SGB = sexual growth beliefs.

1We also tested the associations between sexual growth and destiny beliefs and another measure of desire – the partner-focused dyadic subscale of the Sexual Desire 
Inventory (SDI; Moyano et al., 2017; Spector et al., 1996). Consistent with when desire was assessed with a modified version of the desire subscale of the FSFI (Rosen 
et al., 2000), as assessed by the SDI, women with FSIAD’s sexual growth beliefs were associated with their own higher sexual desire, b = 3.45, SE = 1.15, t(92) = 
3.01, p = .003, and women with FSIAD’s partners’ sexual destiny beliefs were marginally associated with their own (i.e., the partners, not the women with FSIAD) lower 
sexual desire, b = −1.49, SE = .80, t(92) = −1.87, p = .065. Uniquely for the SDI at Time 2, partners’ sexual destiny beliefs were associated with women with FSIAD’s 
lower sexual desire at Time 2, b = −2.44, SE = 1.01, t(63) = −2.41, p = .019. None of the effects predicting sexual desire were moderated by women’s duration of FSIAD 
or either partner’s perceptions of sexual compatibility. Finally, controlling for both partners’ perceived sexual compatibility, the effect of a partner’s sexual destiny 
beliefs on their own lower sexual desire was still marginally significant, b = −1.46, SE = .81, t(90) = −1.80, p = .076, as well as the effect of women with FSIAD’s sexual 
growth beliefs on their own sexual desire, b = 2.81, SE = 1.04, t(90) = 2.69, p = .009, and the effect of partners’ sexual destiny beliefs on women with FSIAD’s lower 
sexual desire at Time 2, b = −2.37, SE = 1.04, t(61) = −2.28, p = .026. However, other associations were not replicated with the SDI. Specifically, women with FSIAD’s 
sexual growth beliefs were not associated with their partners’ sexual desire, b = −.81, SE = 1.06, t(92) = −.76, p = .449, and neither were their sexual destiny 
beliefs, b = −.97, SE = .79, t(92) = −1.23, p = .223. Similarly, controlling for both partners’ perceived sexual compatibility, women with FSIAD’s sexual destiny beliefs 
were no longer associated with their partners’ sexual desire, b = −.63, SE = .84, t(90) = −.75, p = .456, and neither were their sexual growth beliefs, b = −.95, SE = 
1.07, t(90) = −.89, p = .376.
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no significant associations between either partner’s sexual 
growth beliefs and their personal well-being.

In sum, when women with FSIAD reported higher sexual 
destiny beliefs, they reported lower relationship satisfaction 
and higher conflict, higher anxiety, and more depressive symp-
toms, and their partners reported lower sexual desire, lower 
relationship satisfaction, higher conflict, and more depressive 
symptoms. When partners were higher in sexual destiny 
beliefs, they reported lower sexual desire and lower relation-
ship satisfaction, but the women with FSIAD reported lower 
anxiety and fewer depressive symptoms. Holding higher sexual 
growth beliefs was not significantly associated with well-being, 
with two exceptions. When women with FSIAD reported 
higher sexual growth beliefs, they reported higher sexual 
desire, but their partners reported lower sexual desire.

Time 2 Analyses

Next, we report the associations between sexual growth and 
destiny beliefs and couples’ well-being one year later. First, we 
conducted a paired-samples t-test to compare sexual, relationship, 
and personal well-being outcomes at Time 1 (baseline) to Time 2 
(one-year follow-up) in women with FSIAD and their partners 
who were still in a relationship one year later to determine if there 
were changes in these outcomes over time. Given that some 
couples did not complete Time 2 or broke up and needed to be 
excluded from the Time 2 data, they were also excluded from the 
Time 1 data in the following paired-samples t-test analyses. Thus, 
the following means and standard deviations for variables at Time 
1 differ slightly from the values reported in the Measures section 

above. Overall there was a significant increase in sexual desire for 
women with FSIAD from Time 1 (M = 1.76, SD = .73) to Time 2 
(M = 2.31, SD = 1.00), t(68) = −4.85, p < .001. In addition, women 
with FSIAD also reported lower sexual distress from Time 1 (M = 
29.32, SD = 9.13) to Time 2 (M = 23.17, SD = 11.65), t(68) = 4.69, p 
< .001, as well as fewer depressive symptoms from Time 1 (M = 
13.75, SD = 10.89) to Time 2 (M = 11.42, SD = 9.72), t(68) = 2.01, p 
= .048. There were no other significant differences between Time 
1 and Time 2 in women with FSIAD or their partners. Given that 
only 9% of women in this sample reported seeking treatment over 
the previous year, it seems that the key indicators of FSIAD – 
sexual desire and distress – showed some natural improvement 
over time, as did women with FSIAD’s depressive symptoms.

To ensure that those who completed Time 2 did not differ 
significantly from those who did not complete Time 2, we also 
conducted an independent-samples t-test to compare the sexual, 
relationship, and personal well-being outcomes of women with 
FSIAD who completed Time 2 (n = 70) to women with FSIAD 
who did not (n = 27).2 There were no significant differences in 
any outcome variable, indicating that those who completed 
Time 2 were not significantly different in our key variables of 
interest from those who did not participate at Time 2.

Only women with FSIAD, but not their partners, demon-
strated changes in the key outcomes over time; therefore, we 
tested the effects of women with FSIAD’s and their partners’ 
sexual growth and destiny beliefs at Time 1 on only the women 
with FSIAD’s sexual and personal well-being outcomes that 
differed one year later. That is, we only tested effects for women 
with FSIAD’s well-being over time because only the women 
(not their partners) showed significant changes in well-being 

Table 4. Associations between implicit sexual beliefs and personal well-being.

Women’s 
anxiety

Partners’ 
anxiety

Women’s 
depression

Partners’ 
depression

b(SE) t b(SE) t b(SE) t b(SE) t

Women’s SDB 1.14(.41) 2.80** .64(.36) 1.79† 3.09(1.09) 2.85** 1.63(.75) 2.19*
Partners’ SDB −.94(.41) −2.31* .04(.36) .11 −3.08(1.09) −2.83** −.22(.75) −.29
Women’s SGB −.66(.55) −1.22 −.47(.48) −.98 −.09(1.45) −.07 −.28(1.00) −.28
Partners’ SGB .09(.46) .20 .41(.41) 1.00 −.24(1.23) −.20 .98(.84) 1.17

†p = .078, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. We used unstandardized beta (b) coefficients. Degrees of freedom were equal to 92. N = 97 couples. Women = women with 
FSIAD. SDB = sexual destiny beliefs. SGB = sexual growth beliefs.

2We conducted independent samples t-tests to test whether there were key demographic differences (i.e., age, relationship duration, FSIAD duration) in women with 
FSIAD who did vs. did not complete Time 2. There were no significant differences in age, relationship duration, or FSIAD duration, indicating that those who 
completed Time 2 were not significantly different in key demographic variables from those who did not participate at Time 2. In addition, we conducted an additional 
independent samples t-test to compare the sexual, relationship, and personal well-being outcomes of partners of women with FSIAD who completed Time 2 to 
partners of women with FSIAD who did not. Similar to comparisons in women with FSIAD, there were no significant differences in any outcome variable for partners, 
indicating that the partners of those who completed Time 2 were not significantly different in our key variables of interest from the partners of those who did not 
participate at Time 2.

Table 3. Associations between implicit sexual beliefs and relationship well-being.

Women’s 
relationship 
satisfaction

Partner’s 
relationship 
satisfaction

Women’s 
conflict

Partner’s 
conflict

b(SE) t b(SE) t b(SE) t b(SE) t

Women’s SDB −4.72(1.43) −3.30** −3.13(1.16) −2.71** .16(.07) 2.32* .21(.06) 3.59**
Partner’s SDB −.70(1.43) −.49 −4.05(1.16) −3.50** .005(.07) .07 .02(.06) .34
Women’s SGB 1.48(1.91) .78 .78(1.54) .50 −.12(.09) −1.29 .003(.08) .03
Partner’s SGB −.95(1.61) −.59 −.40(1.30) −.31 .05(.08) .68 −.03(.07) −.49

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. We used unstandardized beta (b) coefficients. Degrees of freedom were equal to 92. N = 97 couples. Women = women with FSIAD. 
SDB = sexual destiny beliefs. SGB = sexual growth beliefs.
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outcomes (i.e., sexual desire, sexual distress, and depression). 
All longitudinal analyses were conducted using multiple 
regression models (given we were analyzing changes in only 
one couple member). After accounting for the outcome of 
interest at Time 1, we did not find any significant associations 
between either partner’s sexual growth and destiny beliefs at 
Time 1 and changes in the women with FSIAD’s sexual, rela-
tionship and personal well-being at Time 2 (see Table 5).

Ruling Out Alternative Explanations

Duration of FSIAD
Next, we aimed to rule out whether our effects differed based 
on the duration with which the women in this sample have 
been coping with low sexual desire. It is possible that growth 
beliefs would no longer have a positive association with one’s 
sexual desire when couples have been coping with FSIAD for a 
long time. None of the associations were significantly moder-
ated by the duration of low desire, suggesting that the findings 
are consistent both for couples who have been coping with the 
woman’s low desire for shorter as well as longer durations.

Perceived Sexual Compatibility
Lastly, we aimed to rule out whether our effects differed based 
on evaluations of the extent to which people perceived their 
partner as sexually compatible. Perceived sexual compatibility 
may have been driving the effects such that having a compatible 
partner reduces the importance of sexual beliefs for well-being. 
It is also possible that destiny beliefs were particularly impactful 
when people perceived their partner as low versus high in 
overall sexual compatibility (e.g., Franiuk et al., 2002; Maxwell 
et al., 2017). However, all effects reported above remained 
significant when actors’ and partners’ perceptions of sexual 
compatibility were controlled in the model, suggesting that 
perceived compatibility was not driving the effects.

Finally, with one exception, none of the associations were 
significantly moderated by perceived sexual compatibility. The 
exception was that the association between women with FSIAD’s 
sexual destiny beliefs and their own reports of conflict was 
moderated by their partners’ perceptions of sexual compatibility 
at Time 1, b = .11, SE = .05, t(82) = 2.28, p = .025. For women 
with FSIAD, when their partners perceived them as being highly 
sexually compatible with them (+1 SD), women’s greater sexual 
destiny beliefs were unexpectedly associated with higher conflict, 
b = .36, SE = .11, t(82) = 3.32, p = .001, whereas when their 
partners perceived them as being low in sexual compatibility (−1 
SD), women’s sexual destiny beliefs no longer predicted conflict, 
b = −.04, SE = .12, t(82) = −.29, p = .770. Given that there were no 

significant effects for Time 2, we did not test whether long-
itudinal effects differed by perceived sexual compatibility.

Discussion

People’s beliefs about how sexual satisfaction is maintained 
over time are associated with their relationship satisfaction 
and maintenance, even among couples coping with sexual 
challenges (e.g., couples transitioning to parenthood; Maxwell 
et al., 2017). However, no research to date has assessed how 
implicit sexual beliefs might be uniquely associated with both 
partners’ sexual, relational, and personal well-being outcomes 
in couples coping with the woman’s clinical sexual dysfunction. 
In the current study, we demonstrated that sexual beliefs are 
also associated with well-being for couples coping with a com-
mon and distressing sexual problem – chronic and clinically 
low desire in a female partner. Women with FSIAD who 
endorsed higher sexual growth beliefs – believing that sexual 
satisfaction takes work and effort to maintain – reported higher 
sexual desire even in the context of having clinically low levels 
of desire.

However, the current study revealed that endorsing sexual 
destiny beliefs might have negative associations for couples 
coping with this sexual problem. When women with FSIAD 
endorsed higher sexual destiny beliefs – believing that a couple 
is either sexually compatible or not – their partners reported 
lower sexual desire, both they and their partners reported lower 
relationship satisfaction, more conflict and more depressive 
symptoms, and the women themselves reported more anxiety 
symptoms. When partners reported endorsing higher sexual 
destiny beliefs, they also reported lower relationship satisfac-
tion. However, these effects did not persist one year later. There 
were some unexpected findings, as well, which we consider in 
more detail below. Overall, the current study demonstrates that 
implicit sexual beliefs are associated with sexual, relational and 
personal well-being for couples coping with FSIAD.

Applying Theories of Implicit Sexual Beliefs to Low Sexual 
Desire

This work contributes to the literature on implicit sexual beliefs 
in romantic relationships (e.g., Maxwell et al., 2017). We 
extend past experimental work on implicit beliefs in a non- 
clinical sample of women (Sutherland & Rehman, 2018) to 
women coping with clinically low desire (and their romantic 
partners), which is an important contribution to the literature 
given the limited research about how these beliefs function 
when couples are less satisfied or coping with a challenging 
issue. Women with sexual dysfunction, including low desire, 
report feelings of shame and inadequacy as a romantic partner 
and as a woman more broadly (Parish & Hahn, 2016; Shallcross 
et al., 2018), and it is conceivable that partners might feel 
similar emotions in addition to rejection. Higher sexual destiny 
beliefs in the context of a sexual dysfunction such as FSIAD are 
likely to reinforce these negative emotions further, given the 
incongruence in high sexual destiny beliefs and lived experi-
ence (i.e., belief in natural sexual compatibility vs. experiencing 
sexual problems), and may promote greater avoidance (of sex 

Table 5. Associations between women with FSIAD’s implicit sexual beliefs and 
their sexual and personal well-being one year later.

Sexual desire Sexual distress Depression

b(SE) t b(SE) t b(SE) t

Women’s SDB .05(.10) .47 1.95(1.16) 1.68 −.17(.97) −.18
Women’s SGB −.07(.15) −.47 .19(1.67) .11 .65(1.33) .49
Partners’ SDB −.16(.10) −1.55 −.05(1.16) −.05 .89(.96) .92
Partners’ SGB −.14(.12) −1.24 −.68(1.34) −.51 −.81(1.05) −.77

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. We used unstandardized beta (b) coefficients. 
Degrees of freedom were equal to 63. N = 69 women with FSIAD. Women = 
women with FSIAD. SDB = sexual destiny beliefs. SGB = sexual growth beliefs.
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but also non-sexual touch, and/or avoidance of communica-
tion about the sexual problem).

Indeed, prior research has found that women with sexual 
dysfunction report poorer sexual communication with their 
partners and respond to partner touch with more negative 
affect and avoidance compared to women without sexual pro-
blems (Rancourt, MacKinnon et al., 2017; Rosen et al., 2019). 
Consistent with cognitive-behavioral models of sexual dys-
function (e.g., Barlow’s model; Barlow, 1986), endorsing higher 
sexual destiny beliefs (i.e., believing that partners are destined 
to have a satisfying sex life, or they are not) might lead people 
to feel helpless in resolving their low desire, enabling the 
negative consequences of low desire to persist in their relation-
ship (e.g., Bohns et al., 2015; Bőthe et al., 2017; Seligman & 
Maier, 1967; Sutherland & Rehman, 2018). These mechanisms 
are consistent with research indicating that those primed with 
ideas similar to sexual destiny thought they would cope with 
desire problems by using maladaptive strategies, including 
behavioral and mental disengagement, denial, and humor 
(Sutherland & Rehman, 2018).

Women with FSIAD who reported higher sexual growth 
beliefs also concurrently reported higher sexual desire. It is 
possible that beliefs about sexual satisfaction requiring work 
and effort to maintain – especially in the current sample of 
couples coping with a distressing sexual issue – encourages 
partners to engage in more adaptive coping by practicing 
patience when navigating their sexual challenges and searching 
for ways to overcome them. For couples coping with women’s 
low desire, this might mean being more responsive to each 
other’s needs, which is linked to higher sexual desire in both 
community and clinical couples (e.g., Muise et al., 2017, 2013), 
or having more open sexual communication about their dis-
tress and sexual or relational dissatisfaction, which has been 
linked with greater satisfaction and lower distress for couples 
coping with a sexual dysfunction (e.g., women’s pain during 
sex; Muise et al., 2017; Rancourt, Flynn et al., 2017; Rosen et al., 
2015). In fact, it is possible that reflecting on one’s own sexual 
growth belief tendencies while participating in a study about 
low desire could have reassured or supported women about 
their concerns, exposed them to new ways of thinking about 
their sexual challenges (e.g., seeing conflicts about the women’s 
low desire as an opportunity for growth), or encouraged them 
to adopt more relationship maintenance behaviors – all of 
which could have led to higher desire. These mechanisms 
should be tested in future research, especially given we cannot 
make causal claims for the association between sexual growth 
beliefs and higher desire.

Unexpectedly in this sample, we found that when partners 
were higher in sexual destiny beliefs, the women with FSIAD 
reported lower anxiety and depressive symptoms. Although this 
seems counterintuitive, women with low desire generally feel 
worse (i.e., more guilt, anxiety, and depression) compared to 
their partners when thinking about their sexual relationship 
(Graham et al., 2017; Tiefer et al., 2015). If women perceive a 
partner as viewing sexual satisfaction as the result of natural 
sexual compatibility (rather than the result of continuous effort 
and maintenance), then this perception may actually relieve 
women’s distress about the impact of their low desire on their 
relationship, and as a result, help them to feel less negatively 

affected by their diagnosis. In other words, having a partner who 
holds high sexual destiny beliefs may buffer women with 
FSIAD’s symptoms of anxiety and depression by limiting their 
attention on or pressure to “fix” their low desire (i.e., reducing 
the expectations placed on them, feeling relieved to be partnered 
with someone who does not subscribe to a belief that more effort 
will fix the problem) or by leading them to be more accepting of 
their low desire.

In another unexpected result, we found that when women 
with FSIAD were higher in sexual growth beliefs, their partners 
felt lower desire. Endorsing higher sexual growth beliefs may 
translate into women with FSIAD being more persistently 
focused on working through the distressing sexual problem 
with their partners (e.g., being more motivated to do things 
to trigger their desire), which, as noted, is linked to their own 
higher sexual desire. However, at the same time, these efforts 
might feel like a “turn off” to their partners; that is, women 
with FSIAD’s focused attention on working through their low 
desire may contradict the “spontaneity narrative” that some 
people want in their relationship (e.g., Sims & Meana, 2010), 
which could ultimately dampen partner desire. These unex-
pected findings provide preliminary evidence that partners’ 
sexual destiny beliefs can have positive associations for 
women with FSIAD, but their own sexual growth beliefs can 
have negative associations. However, replication is necessary 
before drawing conclusions because the general literature on 
implicit beliefs is not consistent with this pattern of associa-
tions. Moreover, these patterns may not be adaptive for the 
long-term health and well-being of couples coping with 
FSIAD.

Implications, Limitations and Future Directions

Our findings from Time 1 demonstrate preliminary associa-
tions between implicit sexual beliefs and well-being outcomes 
among couples coping with a woman’s clinically low desire. 
However, future research using experimental methods is 
necessary to consider whether it is possible to modify implicit 
sexual beliefs and see associated changes in coping with sexual 
dysfunctions. For example, in cognitive behavioral therapy, 
more adaptive beliefs (such as sexual growth beliefs) are pro-
moted and less adaptive beliefs (such as sexual destiny beliefs) 
are challenged and reframed using a variety of techniques (e.g., 
cognitive restructuring), which have subsequently been linked 
to more adaptive coping strategies (Beck & Haigh, 2014). It is 
important to note, however, that the unexpected findings in 
this study suggest that sexual growth and sexual destiny beliefs 
are not only positive or negative, respectively. Understanding 
the nuanced associations between implicit sexual beliefs and 
well-being outcomes may aid in determining whether or how 
these beliefs could be targeted in future work.

Although this research provides initial evidence for associa-
tions between implicit beliefs and well-being outcomes among 
couples coping with FSIAD, the study was not without limita-
tions. Given the difficulty of recruiting and retaining members 
of this population over time, of the 97 couples who completed 
the baseline (Time 1) survey, only 66 couples completed the 
second survey one year later (i.e., couples for whom both 
partners completed Time 2). Therefore, we ultimately had 
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less power to detect changes in associations over time, and 
indeed all longitudinal effects were non-significant. Our find-
ings were all cross-sectional and we cannot confirm causality. 
Our goal was first to test how implicit sexual beliefs are asso-
ciated with well-being outcomes in the context of couples 
coping with the woman’s persistent low desire. Although 
there is some past experimental evidence of boosting sexual 
growth beliefs to promote satisfaction (Maxwell et al., 2017) 
and reduce maladaptive coping to hypothesized sexual desire 
problems (Sutherland & Rehman, 2018), research has not yet 
explored whether experimentally manipulating sexual growth 
and destiny beliefs in a sample of couples coping with the 
woman’s low desire can lead to improvements in their well- 
being. By manipulating the extent to which people are moti-
vated to change their behaviors in the face of sexual challenges, 
we could test how implicit sexual beliefs function as a coping 
mechanism for desire declines (extending work on hypothe-
sized reactions to desire problems; Sutherland & Rehman, 
2018), as well as the malleability of implicit sexual beliefs 
over time. With future experimental evidence of the direction-
ality and persistence of the demonstrated effects, research 
could begin to assess the possibility of targeting implicit sexual 
beliefs to improve outcomes in couples coping with FSIAD.

Given the study design, we are also unable to determine the 
temporal order of implicit sexual beliefs, low desire, and levels 
of well-being, as the women’s low desire was already present at 
the outset of the study. The survey at Time 2 did reveal that on 
average, women’s desire and sexual distress naturally improved 
over time; future work might follow couples coping with the 
woman’s low desire over a longer period and at more regular 
intervals. For example, given the significant positive correla-
tion between women with FSIAD’s sexual growth beliefs and 
sexual desire (r = .24, p < .05), and the significant negative 
correlation between women with FSIAD’s partners sexual des-
tiny beliefs and desire (r = −.24, p < .05), it is possible that 
research aimed at enhancing the endorsement of sexual growth 
beliefs (and decreasing the endorsement of sexual destiny 
beliefs) would be associated with increased desire over time. 
It is also possible that coping with a chronic sexual dysfunction 
could alter a person’s sexual beliefs over time. Longitudinal, 
experimental research with more regular assessments over time 
could provide an appropriate test of whether people’s endorse-
ment of sexual growth and destiny beliefs change with the 
onset or progression of women’s low desire.

A necessary next step to confirm the effectiveness, persis-
tence, and causality of the effects would require a manipulation 
of the beliefs, a larger sample (and thus, higher power) followed 
more regularly over time, and a control group to compare 
effects to – elements that unfortunately were not a part of the 
current research. It is possible that coping with a chronic sexual 
dysfunction could alter a person’s sexual beliefs over time, so 
one of the important next steps in this line of research is to 
understand the trajectory of sexual beliefs and sexual and 
relationship quality over time. Finally, our results demon-
strated some counterintuitive effects that we were unable to 
explain with the support of empirical evidence. A valuable 
avenue for future research would involve a qualitative study 
in which participants explained these dynamics from their own 
perspectives. By assessing how participants make sense of their 

implicit beliefs and sexual issues, we could develop a deeper 
understanding of how these dynamics are at play and whether 
there are additional underlying mechanisms that the current 
study could not capture.

Conclusion

Women’s low sexual desire is a prevalent and distressing 
sexual issue that is associated with both partners’ poorer 
well-being (Rosen et al., 2019). The current research extends 
past work on implicit beliefs to couples for whom implicit 
sexual beliefs might be especially consequential – those cop-
ing with FSIAD. The findings demonstrate that in most cases, 
sexual destiny beliefs are associated with lower sexual, rela-
tionship, and personal well-being when coping with the 
woman’s low desire, whereas sexual growth beliefs are linked 
to better well-being. Sexual growth and destiny beliefs may 
be important to the sexual narratives that people hold about 
compatibility with their partner, and also their understand-
ing of their agency in coping with a sexual difficulty to 
mitigate distress (i.e., control [or lack thereof] over influen-
cing one’s sexual satisfaction). This research presents cross- 
sectional evidence about how implicit sexual beliefs are asso-
ciated with well-being when coping with chronic low sexual 
desire.
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